AP-HP, Greater Paris University Hospitals and TRIBVN Healthcare partner to co-develop a National Telepathology Platform

During the annual congress of the French Society of Pathology which is held from 5th to 8th November 2018 in Paris, AP-HP, Greater Paris University Hospitals and TRIBVN Healthcare are pleased to announce a 5-year strategic partnership to develop and operate a National Telepathology Platform.

The signature of this agreement on November 6 is a continuation of the deployment of telemedicine initiated at the AP-HP.

This agreement allows the creation of a national network of second opinions in telepathology in France, open to all pathologists, whether in hospitals or private practice, in metropolitan France or in the French Overseas Territories.

It combines the scientific and medical expertise of AP-HP with TRIBVN Healthcare's expertise in the development of medical imaging devices for laboratories. The skills of both partners are essential for the development of such a network and its commercial exploitation at the national level.

This network, which is fundamental in the organization of diagnosis and care, will allow pathologists to access a network of qualified correspondents to obtain specialized advices quickly and without geographical constraints.

The service aims to be available to pathologists in the second half of 2019 and reflects the growing adoption of digital pathology as a high-value tool for pathology services.

What is telepathology?

Glass slides traditionally read through the microscope become virtual slides. Once digitized, using a slide scanner, they are transmitted electronically and securely to the pathologist. He can then carry out his diagnosis on his computer using an image of excellent definition, with zoom capabilities comparable to those of the microscope and at a distance from the patient's place of care. Patients thus have additional access to specialists in their pathologies.

To know more about telemedicine at the AP-HP: read the press release AP-HP deploys its telemedicine activities - 13 September 2018
About the AP-HP: AP-HP (Greater Paris University Hospitals) is a European world-renowned university hospital. Its 39 hospitals treat 8.3 million people every year: in consultation, emergency, during scheduled or home hospitalizations. The AP-HP provides a public health service for everyone, 24 hours a day. This mission is a duty as well as great source of pride. AP-HP is the leading employer in the Greater Paris area: 100,000 staff members – doctors, researchers, paramedical staff, administrative personnel and workers – work there.

Find out more: www.aphp.fr

About TRIBVN Healthcare: TRIBVN Healthcare develops software solutions for digital pathology. Innovative and validated, they allow the management, analysis and sharing of cellular images both for diagnostic laboratories and pharmaceutical & biotech manufacturers.

In the field of image analysis, our solutions are based on the latest innovations in terms of artificial intelligence, notably deep and machine learning algorithms. These tools support physicians and researchers in their diagnostic decision-making and scientific evaluation for the sake of patients.

In the field of sharing, our solutions implement full web tools to support our customers in their telepathology, teaching or multi-centric clinical validation activities.
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